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How many universes are in the multiverse?Andrei Linde∗ and Vitaly Vanhurin†Department of Physis, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305, USA(Dated: Deember 14, 2009)We argue that the total number of distinguishable loally Friedmann �universes� generated byeternal in�ation is proportional to the exponent of the entropy of in�ationary perturbations and islimited by e
e3N , where N is the number of e-folds of slow-roll post-eternal in�ation. For simplestmodels of haoti in�ation, N is approximately equal to de Sitter entropy at the end of eternalin�ation; it an be exponentially large. However, not all of these universes an be observed by aloal observer. We show that in the presene of a osmologial onstant Λ an observable entropy ofthe osmologial perturbations, as well as the entropy of usual matter, is bounded by |Λ|−3/4. Inthe ontext of the string theory landsape, the overall number of di�erent universes is expeted tobe exponentially greater than the total number of vaua in the landsape. We disuss the possibilitythat the strongest onstraint on the number of distinguishable universes may be related not to theproperties of the multiverse but to the properties of observers.I. INTRODUCTIONWith the invention of in�ationary osmology, the no-tion of a uniform universe was gradually replaed by thenotion of a multiverse onsisting of many loally uniformexponentially large parts [1, 2℄. Eah of these parts lo-ally looks like a uniform nearly-Friedmann universe. Aolletion of all of these universes represents an eternallygrowing fratal onsisting of many suh �universes� withdi�erent properties [3, 4, 5℄. This senario reently be-ame quite popular when a mehanism to stabilize stringtheory vaua was found [6℄, and string theorists realized[7℄, in agreement with earlier expetations [8, 9℄, thatthe total number of di�erent stringy vaua an be ex-tremely large. The popular estimate of the number ofdi�erent vaua is ∼ 10500, but the true number may bemuh smaller or muh greater than that [7℄. Beauseof the transitions from one vauum state to another, thein�ationary multiverse beomes divided into an exponen-tially large number of di�erent exponentially large �uni-verses� with di�erent laws of low-energy physis operat-ing in eah of them. This piture, whih is now knownas the string theory landsape [10℄, was envisaged in thevery �rst paper on eternal haoti in�ation [4℄.But the string theory landsape does not fully desribeall of the options whih may exist in an in�ationary mul-tiverse. The properties of our world are determined notonly by the properties of the vauum state; after all, wedo not live in a vauum. We live in the world with aertain matter ontent and a rather peuliar large-salestruture. Even if we onentrate on a single vauumstate, i.e. on the same position in the string theory land-sape, the large-sale struture (e.g. the spatial distri-bution of galaxies) and the matter ontent in eah of
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the loally Friedmann parts of the osmi fratal maybe quite di�erent. One may wonder how many di�erentloally Friedmann universes one may enounter in anypartiular part of the landsape. Yet another question ishow many loally distinguishable lassial geometries ofthe universe one may enounter inside our osmologialhorizon.Certain aspets of the multipliity of the universe inthe ontext of eternal in�ation were previously disussedin Ref. [11℄. The authors were mainly interested in thenumber of possible outomes whih may appear inside ahorizon-size lassially uniform part of a post-in�ationaryuniverse beause of quantum or thermal �utuations.Our goals are somewhat di�erent: we will evaluate thenumber of inhomogeneous but loally Friedmann parts ofthe multiverse, whih are di�erent at a lassial level. Ina ertain sense, whih is going to be lear from the sub-sequent disussion, we will alulate the total number oflassial histories for the geometry of the universe.Our work is a part of the general e�ort towards �ndingthe probability to live in a universe with some partiularset of properties. This requires �nding the probabilitymeasure in the multiverse, see e.g. [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24℄. However, before embarking onthat grand quest, it may be useful to solve a simpler prob-lem: to lassify and ount all possible universes. This isthe main goal of our paper.The paper is organized as follows. In Se. II we esti-mate the entropy of osmologial perturbations generatedduring slow-roll in�ation and in Se. III we alulate thetotal number of distinguishable universes produed byeternal in�ation. The number of universes in the pres-ene of osmologial onstant is evaluated in Ses. IVand in the ontext of the string theory landsape in Se.V. In Se. VI we will brie�y disuss entropy of normalmatter, even though this entropy is not diretly relatedto the number of possible lassial geometries of the uni-verse. In Se. VII we argue that only a small fration of
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2all universes an even in priniple be distinguished by aloal observer. The main results are summarized in theSe. VIII.II. COUNTING THE UNIVERSESThe large-sale struture of the universe, whih is ne-essary for our existene, is a result of quantum e�etswhih ourred at the stage of slow-roll in�ation. This isa distinguishing feature of the slow-roll in�ation, as om-pared to the false vauum in�ation in di�erent metastabledS vaua of the landsape.During in�ation with the Hubble onstant HI , quan-tum �utuations of all salar �elds with masses m < HIare generated. These perturbations produed during atypial time H−1
I have a typial amplitude δφ = ±HI

2πand a wavelength O(H−1). When they are strethed toan exponentially large sale by in�ation, they stop osil-lating (freeze) and start looking as a nearly homogeneouslassial salar �eld. With eah new e-fold of in�ation,new perturbations are generated on top of the previouslygenerated ones. This is the standard mehanism of pro-dution of perturbations of metri responsible for forma-tion of the large sale struture of the universe. In thismanner, quantum �utuations during in�ation preparedi�erent lassial initial onditions for the subsequentevolution of di�erent parts of the universe.1Note that this proess ours independently in eahpart of the universe of size H−1
I . Classial salar �eldsprodued by freezing and strething of in�ationary quan-tum �utuations determine lassial initial onditions forall physial proesses in the post-in�ationary universe, onan exponentially large sale. The properties of quantumjumps determine the properties of the universe on a saleorresponding to the size of the initial Hubble size domainstrethed by the subsequent osmologial evolution.If the in�aton �eld driving in�ation jumps in the di-retion opposite to its lassial motion (i.e. uphill), thisprodues a slightly overdense region on the orrespondingsale; if the �eld jumps downhill, it produes an under-dense region. In other words, geometri properties of ourworld are determined by the hain reation of quantumjumps during in�ation.Now we an make an estimate of the total numberof di�erent geometri on�gurations whih may be pro-1 This is not the only proess whih generates lassial �elds inosmology; another important example is preheating after in�a-tion [25℄. The di�erene between these two proesses is that thegrowth of the oupation numbers of quantum �utuations dur-ing the post-in�ationary preheating has a power-law dependeneon masses and oupling onstants, whereas the growth of oupa-tion numbers of partiles during in�ation is exponentially large.That is why we will onentrate on this proess in our paper.

dued by this mehanism. In our estimates we will makean important simplifying assumption. We will assumethat the �eld make a single jump eah time H−1
I , andthe magnitude of the jump is ±HI

2π . In other words, weonsider oarse-grained histories, ignoring, e.g., the pos-sibility that the �eld may, with an exponentially smallprobability, jump up or down by muh more than ±HI

2π .2It is rather straightforward to alulate the total num-ber of di�erent oarse-grained geometries produed bythis mehanism. Consider an in�ationary domain of ini-tial size H−1
I after it experiened N e-folds of in�ation.After the �rst e-fold the domain has grown e times, andit ontains now e3 domains of size H−1

I in eah of whihthe �eld ould independently jump either by +HI

2π or by
−HI

2π . The total number of di�erent oarse-grained on-�gurations of the �eld in this domain beomes 2e3 . Notethat our estimate was very rough. We assumed that the�eld ould experiene only two possible jumps ±HI

2π andnothing in between (oarse-graining). Therefore our es-timate is valid only up to a fator O(1) in the exponent,so one an write the �nal result as eC e3 , with C = O(1).During the next time interval H−1
I eah of the e3 do-mains of size H−1

I experiene a similar set of jumps. Theyhange the value of the salar �eld on the sale H−1
I , butdo not hange the results of the previous jumps on thesale eH−1

I . The total number of di�erent �eld on�gu-rations beomes eC(e3+e6). Obviously, the total numberof di�erent on�gurations after N e-folds of in�ation be-omes
N ∼ exp

(

C

N
∑

1

e3N

)

= exp
(

ce3N
)

, (1)where c is another onstant O(1). In what follows, wewill write the �nal result in a simpli�ed way,
N ∼ ee3N

, (2)keeping in mind the unertainty in the oe�ient in theexponent.Note that the derivation of this result has a transpar-ent physial interpretation: Eah of the e3N independentin�ationary domains has its own degree of freedom (thein�aton �eld inside it jumps either up or down). Thissuggests that, up to a numerial fator, this system oflong-wavelength perturbations produed during the slow-roll in�ation has entropy Sinfl ∼ e3N . As we will see thisentropy ould be assoiated with the entropy of osmolog-ial perturbations derived in Refs. [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41℄.2 This is a deliate issue sine suh trajetories may be importantwith some of the probability measures [13℄. However, suh mea-sures su�er from the youngness paradox, so we will ignore thisissue in our paper.



3We should note that this entropy is totally di�erent fromthe standard de Sitter entropy and from the entropy ofnormal matter.To get a numerial estimate, suppose that our part ofthe universe was produed as a result of 60 e-folds of theslow-roll in�ation. This proess may reate
N ∼ ee180

∼ 101077 (3)universes with di�erent geometrial properties. Thisnumber is inomparably greater than 10500. If the ini-tial size of the universe is greater than H−1
I , the totalnumber of di�erent universes is even muh greater.The diversity of various outomes of in�ationary evo-lution beomes even greater if there are more than onesalar �eld with the mass smaller than HI . In suh the-ories not only the loal geometry but even the matterontent of the universe in any given vauum may alsodepend on in�ationary quantum �utuations. For exam-ple, the baryon/photon ratio nB/nγ in the A�ek-Dinebaryogenesis senario [26℄ depends on perturbations ofthe salar �eld responsible for CP violation, and thereforeit may take di�erent values in di�erent parts of an in�a-tionary universe [27℄. The ratio of dark matter to baryons

ρDM/ρB in axion osmology is determined by long wave-length in�ationary perturbations of the axion �eld, whihtakes di�erent values in di�erent parts of the multiverse[28, 29℄. In the urvaton theory [31, 32, 33, 34℄, the am-plitude of perturbations of metri is di�erent in di�erentparts of the multiverse [31, 35℄. We will return to thesepossibilities later on.In the remainder of this setion we give an alternativeinterpretation of our results by following the analysis ofRef. [36℄. The authors showed that both types of os-mologial perturbations (gravitational waves and densityperturbations) an be desribed by a stohasti salar�eld φ, whose entropy in the limit of large oupationnumbers is given by
S ≈ V

∫

d3k log
(

n~k

)

, (4)where n~k is the number of partiles. The spetrum ofgravitational waves δh and density perturbations δΦ isusually de�ned through orresponding two point orre-lation funtions whih ould also be expressed throughthe average number of partiles 〈n~k〉. Therefore, it is astraightforward exerise to estimate the number of parti-les from a given spetrum of osmologial perturbations(see Refs. [37℄ for details).From (4) we an approximate the entropy of gravita-tional radiation ontained inside volume V = H−3
I e3N ofthe reheating surfae

Sgw ∼ H−3
I e3N

∫ HI

HIe−N

k2dk log

(

δha

k

)

≈ e3N , (5)where HI is the Hubble sale during in�ation and N isthe number of e-folds of slow-roll in�ation. The integral

in (5) is dominated by the high frequeny modes k ∼ HIindiating that most of the entropy is generated when agiven mode rosses horizon,
S

V
∼ H3

I . (6)Similarly, the entropy density of adiabati perturbationsis given by (6) up to a logarithmi orretion [37℄. In thelimit of large oupation numbers the overall entropy inlinear perturbations an be expressed as
Spert = c e3N , (7)where c is some onstant of order unity. It is now onve-nient to de�ne the total number of universes as

N ≡ eSpert = ec e3N

, (8)whih agrees qualitatively with our previous estimate (2).We should note that an aurate de�nition of the en-tropy of perturbations of metri requires a more detaileddisussion; we refer the readers to the original literatureon this subjet, see e.g. [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41℄ andreferenes therein. For the purposes of our paper, wewill use the onept of entropy of perturbations of met-ri as a shortut interpretation of our original estimate(2): Spert ∼ logN ∼ e3N . Another important ommenthere is that the main ontribution to this number is givenby the perturbations produed at the very end of in�a-tion. These perturbations are only marginally �lassial.�Therefore in order to use our estimates in a reliable wayone should make a step bak from the very end of in-�ation. This will somewhat redue the extremely largenumbers that we are going to disuss shortly. However,one may expet our estimates to be qualitatively orretin the large N limit.III. NUMBER OF UNIVERSES PRODUCED BYETERNAL INFLATIONIf quantum jumps of the �eld φ dominate its lassi-al rolling during a typial time H−1
I , then eah do-main of a size H−1

I will eternally split into many newdomains, in some of whih the �eld will over and againjump against the lassial rolling of the salar �eld, for-ever re-starting the slow-roll proess in di�erent H−1
I -sized domains. This leads to eternal in�ation [3, 4℄. Itours for �elds satisfying the following generi ondition[4℄:

〈δφ〉quant & δφclass(∆t = H−1
I ) = −

V ′

3H2
I

(φ)

⇒ V 3 & 12π2(V ′)2 . (9)At the �rst glane, one ould expet that the totalnumber of di�erent loally Friedmann universes produed



4by eternal in�ation must be in�nite sine in this regimethe number of e-foldings N in (2) beomes inde�nitelylarge. However, this is not the ase. Indeed, quantum�utuations whih our in the regime of eternal in�ationprodue perturbations of metri whih are greater than
O(1) at the end of in�ation [42℄. One an see it diretlyby omparing the ondition required for eternal in�ation(9) with the amplitude of post-in�ationary perturbationsof metri, whih are of the order V 3/2

V ′
. Thus, all pertur-bations above the boundary of eternal in�ation produethe universes whih do not look like loally Friedmannuniverses, even approximately. That is why in order to�nd all nearly Friedmann universes produed by in�a-tion it is su�ient to study the osmologial evolution ofthose parts of the universe where the ondition (9) is notsatis�ed and eternal in�ation is over.We will denote the boundary value of the �eld at whihthe ondition of slow roll eternal in�ation is satis�ed as

φ∗. To alulate the total number of e-foldings after theend of eternal in�ation in any partiular part of the uni-verse, we should take φ ∼ φ∗ as the initial ondition forthe phase of slow-roll in�ation, whih leads to a �niteamount of slow-roll in�ation [43℄.In slow-roll in�ation the Hubble onstant is given by
√

V/3, in Plank units, and
3HI φ̇ = −V ′ (10)Using expression for de Sitter entropy

S = 24π2V −1 = 8π2H−2
I (11)and the relation Ṅ = HI for the number of e-foldings N ,one an easily �nd that

dS

dN
=

8π2φ̇2

H4
I

∼

(

δρ

ρ

)−2 (12)By integrating this equation, taking into aount that
δρ
ρ < 1 and assuming that dS entropy at the end of theslow rolling is larger than at the beginning, one an geta bound on the total number of e-foldings,

Ntot . Send , (13)where Send is the Gibbons-Hawking de Sitter entropy atthe end of slow roll in�ation [46℄.This is an interesting theoretial bound, but it is notpartiularly informative in pratial appliations. Con-sider, for example, a simple model of the type of newin�ation, or in�ation near an in�etion point, with po-tential
V = V0

(

1 −
λp

p
φp

)

. (14)Note that here we absorbed V0 in the de�nition of λp. Todistinguish this ase from the simplest versions of haoti

in�ation senario involving large �elds φ > 1, we willassume that λp ≫ 1. In this regime, in�ation begins at
φ ≈ 0 and ends at φ ≪ 1. In this situation the numberof e-folds after eternal in�ation is given by [43℄

Ntot ∼
(12π2)

p−2
2p−2

p − 2
λ
− 1

p−1
p V

− p−2

2p−2

0 . (15)Consider for example the theory of the type of new in�a-tion, with V = V0

(

1 − λ4

4 φ4
). In this ase one has

Ntot ∼ (λ4V0)
− 1

3 . (16)One an show that for λ4 > 1 and V ≪ 1 the bound
Ntot . Send is satis�ed in this senario, but Send ∼ V −1is very muh di�erent from the atual number of e-foldings after the end of eternal in�ation.The situation is espeially interesting and instrutivein simplest models of haoti in�ation with

V =
λn

n
φn. (17)In this ase, the total number of e-folds sine the end ofeternal in�ation an be estimated by

Ntot ∼ 2φ2
∗/n ∼ 2

(

12π2

λn

)

2
n+2

n
1−n
n+2 . (18)In fat, one an easily hek that in this lass of theories

Ntot ∼ Cn Se, (19)where Se is the de Sitter entropy at the boundary ofeternal in�ation and
Cn =

n
n−1
n+2

4
= O(1) (20)for the simplest haoti in�ation models with n = O(1).To give a partiular numerial estimate, in the theory

m2φ2/2,
Ntot ∼ c m−1. (21)where c = 25/331/2π = O(20). In realisti models onemay expet m ∼ 3 × 10−6, and therefore
Ntot ∼ 107 . (22)Meanwhile the bound (13) in this ase would be Ntot .

m−2 ∼ 1011, whih is muh weaker and less informa-tive than the atual result Ntot ∼ m−1 whih we justobtained.The total number of di�erent types of universes pro-dued in haoti in�ation with V = m2φ2/2, m ∼
3 × 10−6, an be estimated by

N ∼ ee3Ntot

∼ ee3c/m

∼ 1010107 (23)



5This number may hange signi�antly if we use a di�er-ent de�nition of the boundary of the eternal in�ation [44℄,but with any de�nition, this number is VERY large. It isexponentially greater than the total number of string the-ory vaua. This number may beome even muh greaterif we take into aount that the parameters of in�ation-ary models may take di�erent values in di�erent vauain the landsape.IV. NUMBER OF UNIVERSES IN THEPRESENCE OF THE COSMOLOGICALCONSTANTNot all of the universes produed sine the end of eter-nal in�ation an be distinguished by observers populatingthe observable part of the universe.During the post-in�ationary expansion of the universe,eah domain of initial size H−1
I grows as H−1

I a(t), where
a(t) is the sale fator, whih is normalized to 1 at theend of in�ation. At this stage the total size of the ob-servable part of the universe grows approximately as t, sothe total number of independent domains of initial size
H−1

I aessible to observations (i.e. the total entropy ofobservable osmologial perturbations) grows as
Spert(t) ∼

(

tHI

a(t)

)3

. (24)This regime ontinues only until the moment when theenergy density of all matter beomes smaller than theabsolute value of the osmologial onstant Λ.For Λ > 0, starting from the time t ∼ Λ−1/2 the uni-verse starts expanding exponentially, and we no longersee new parts of the universe, whih leads to a uto�in the observable information stored in the osmologialperturbations. Meanwhile for Λ < 0 the universe typi-ally ollapses within the time t ∼ |Λ|−1/2. Thus in bothases in order to estimate the total entropy of observableosmologial perturbations it is su�ient to limit our-selves to what one an observe within the osmologialtime t ∼ |Λ|−1/2.At t ∼ |Λ|−1/2, the energy density of gravitationalwaves, whih ontribute only a fration to the overallmatter density, must be stritly smaller than the abso-lute value of the osmologial onstant,
ρgw = H4

I a−4 < |Λ| . (25)Here HI is the Hubble onstant at the end of in�ation andwe normalize the sale fator to 1 at the end of in�ation.The above bound an be saturated only if the en-ergy density of gravitational waves dominate the energydensity of all other types of matter at the epoh whenthis energy density dereases and approahes the valueomparable to |Λ|. By ombining (24), (25) and using

H =
√

|Λ| /3 we �nd
Spert . |Λ|−3/4 . (26)It follows from (7) and (26) that the maximum numberof observable e-folds is bounded by

Nmax ∼ −
log(|Λ|)

4
. (27)This number is typially muh smaller than the totalnumber of e-folds estimated in (21). For example, thenumber of observable e-folds in our vaua is about 70,whih is pretty lose to what is atually observed.At �rst, it ould seem that the bound (26) an alwaysbe saturated regardless of the sale of in�ation. However,usually this is not the ase. Suppose in�ation ends at

a = 1 and after an instant stage of reheating the universebeomes dominated by matter with pw = wρw. Then, atthe time when the density of matter beomes omparableto the value of the osmologial onstant one has
ρw = H2

I a−3(1+w) ≈ |Λ| ≈ t−2 . (28)From (24), one �nds that the maximal value of the ob-servable entropy is
Spert ≈ H

1+3w
1+w

I |Λ|−
1+3w
2+2w . (29)In order to analyze a partiular semi-realisti example,onsider the universe dominated by relativisti mattersoon after the end of in�ation (w = 1/3). In this ase

Spert ∼ H
3
2

I |Λ|−3/4 . (30)In this regime the bound (26) is saturated if in�ation endsat the Plank density, H2
I = O(1).3 However, in realistimodels of in�ation with H2

I . 10−9 one �nds Spert ∼

H
3
2

I |Λ|−3/4 ≪ |Λ|−3/4. In partiular, in the simplesthaoti in�ation model with V = m2φ2/2, m ∼ 3×10−6,and Λ ∼ 10−120 the maximal ontribution to the entropyis given by the last stage of in�ation where HI ∼ m ∼
3 × 10−6, so one �nds (assuming instant reheating and
w = 1/3):

Spert ∼ 5 × 10−9 |Λ|−3/4 ∼ 1082. (31)whih gives the total number of di�erent universes
N ∼ 101082

. (32)3 Looking at Eq. (29), one ould expet that, for example, for thesti� equation of state w = 1 one ould have entropy O(Λ−1),whih is muh greater than the bound (26). However, one anshow that in this ase the energy of gravitational waves eventu-ally begins to dominate and the bound (26) holds, as it should.



6Of ourse this is a very rough estimate. In partiular,as we already mentioned, the largest ontribution to thisnumber is given by perturbations produed at the lat-est stages of in�ation. Suh perturbations do not havemuh time to in�ate and their oupation numbers arenot exponentially large, unless one makes a su�ientlylarge step bak from the end of in�ation, whih e�e-tively dereases the number of e-foldings ontributing toour estimate. Moreover, one may argue that the infor-mation about the last few e-foldings of in�ation may beerased by subsequent osmologial evolution. This maysomewhat redue the estimated power 82 in (32), but thetotal number of possible observable universes will remainextremely large.Before we disuss a similar result in the ontext of thestring theory landsape, we should note that one may beinterested not in what ould be potentially possible inthe unlimited future, but in what is possible within someimportant range of time. If, for example, we are inter-ested in the total number of options for the observablepart of the universe with age t ∼ 1010 years, then theresults will be essentially the same as in the models with
Λ ∼ 10−120.V. NUMBER OF UNIVERSES IN THELANDSCAPENow let us estimate the number of distint universes inthe entire landsape. If we assume that the total numberof vaua is M , then from (26) the total number of distintuniverses is given by a sum over all vaua

N ≈
M
∑

i=1

e|Λi|
−

3
4 . (33)Here, in order to make a rough estimate, we assumedthat the upper bound (26) an be saturated. Clearly,the largest ontribution to the number of universes (33)omes from the vaua with the smallest absolute value ofthe osmologial onstant.As we already mentioned, the popular estimate for Mis 10500, but in fat it an be muh smaller or muhgreater than that. Assuming for simpliity that the vauaare �atly distributed near Λ = 0, one may expet thatthe lowest nonvanishing value of Λ is |Λmin| ∼ 1/M .Then from our estimates it would follow that the maxi-mal number of observable e-folds is Nmax ∼ 290 and theorresponding number of distint universes is

N ∼ e|Λmin|
−

3
4 ∼ eM

3
4 ∼ 1010375

. (34)As we see, the total number of the observable geometriesof the universe is expeted to be exponentially greaterthan the total number M of string theory vaua in thelandsape, N ∼ eM
3
4 .

But what if the minimal value of Λ in the landsapeis Λ = 0? This is a viable possibility. In fat, one ofthe vaua in string theory landsape, whih orrespondsto the deompati�ed 10D universe, does have Λ = 0.Does this mean that an observer in suh vaua will seean in�nite number of universes?The answer is that for very small Λ we would be able tosee the universe on the sale orresponding to the maxi-mal number of e-folding in the slow-roll regime, or on thesale orresponding to the boundary of self-reprodution.In the last ase, the total number of di�erent observableuniverses will be given by N estimated in Setion III.In our estimates in the last two setions we made anassumption that loal properties of our universe annotbe a�eted by �utuations on the sale muh greater thanthe present horizon. This assumption an be violated inthe theories with more than one light salar �eld. Forexample, quantum �utuations of the axion �eld duringin�ation may produe perturbations with the wavelengthmany orders of magnitude greater than the size of the ob-servable horizon. Inside our part of the universe, the sumof all suh perturbations an be interpreted as a homoge-neous axion �eld. This �eld determines the initial valueof the axion �eld at the onset of the axion osillations,and, as a result, it determines the ratio of dark matterto usual matter in our universe [28℄. If we follow onlythe degrees of freedom inside our horizon, we may missthis fat, as well as the possibility to explain the presentratio of the dark matter to normal matter by anthropionsiderations [28, 29, 30℄. The same is true with respetto some other e�ets whih we mentioned in setion II,suh as the possibility to give an anthropi explanationof the baryon asymmetry of the observable part of theuniverse in the A�ek-Dine senario [27℄ and the possi-bility to explain the amplitude of perturbations of metriin the urvaton senario [31, 35℄.One way to take into aount this missing informationduring the ounting of all possible universes is to applythe oarse-graining ideology. For example, during eter-nal in�ation in the axion theory, the axion �eld beomesdistributed all over the periodi phase spae of its val-ues, from 0 to 2πfa, where fa is the radius of the axionpotential. In terms of the oarse-grained histories, thisdispersion may be represented as onsisting of 4π2fa/HIintervals of length HI

2π . If this interval were in the rangeof wavelengths within our horizon, it would ontributean exponentially large fator to the number of possibleuniverses. Inside the horizon we do not have any informa-tion about the exat history of perturbations with super-horizon wavelength, but we still have a fator 4π2fa/HIdesribing a family of oarse-grained possibilities for theloally observable properties of the universe �lled by alassial osillating axion �eld. This extra fator is notexponentially large, but if one ignores it, one ould missone of the most interesting anthropi preditions of thetheory of in�ationary multiverse.



7VI. ENTROPY OF MATTERSo far we were mainly interested in the distint las-sial geometries produed by in�ationary perturbationsof metri. These perturbations provide the set of lassi-al initial onditions for the subsequent evolution of theuniverse. In our study we onentrated on perturbationswith an amplitude smaller than O(1), whih produe lo-ally Friedmann parts of the universe. For ompleteness,we will brie�y disuss here the entropy of the usual mat-ter, and also the entropy whih an be produed whenperturbations of metri beome large, whih leads toblak hole prodution and their subsequent evaporation.Various issues related to the ontents of this setion havebeen disussed in many lassial papers on osmology, aswell as in more reent works inluding Refs. [49, 50℄.First of all, let us estimate the maximal amount ofentropy of normal matter whih an be aessible to anobserver in a universe with a osmologial onstant Λ.The most important onstraint here omes from the fatthat for Λ > 0, partiles leave the observable part ofdS spae within the time t ∼ Λ−1/2, whereas for Λ <
0 the universe typially ollapses within the time t ∼
|Λ|−1/2, so in both ases in order to estimate the totalentropy produed after reheating that one an observe,it is su�ient to limit ourselves to what one an observewithin the osmologial time t ∼ |Λ|−1/2.The total entropy of the universe will be maximized ifat the time when the energy density beomes omparablewith the osmologial onstant, all partiles are ultrarel-ativisti. Assuming, for simpliity, that the number oftypes of massless partiles is O(1), one �nds T 4 ∼ |Λ|and the total entropy within a sphere of radius |Λ|−1/2is Smatter ∼ |Λ|−3/4. If the energy density at t ∼ |Λ|−1/2is not dominated by ultrarelativisti partiles, the totalentropy of observable matter will be only smaller than
|Λ|−3/4, so we have a bound

Smatter ∼ |Λ|−3/4 , (35)Note that this bound is the same as the upper bound onthe entropy of in�ationary perturbations (26).In our universe, this estimate would yield the total en-tropy of partiles Smatter ∼ 1090. However, in realitythe energy density of photons is several orders of magni-tude smaller than the energy density of baryons, whihis about 5 times smaller that the energy density of darkmatter. Therefore the total entropy of partiles populat-ing the observable part of our universe is several ordersof magnitude smaller than its upper bound O(|Λ|−3/4):
Smatter ∼ 1088. Thus, the main reason why the upperbound is not exatly saturated lies in the fat that ultra-relativisti matter (photons, gravitons et.) ontributeonly a small fration to the total energy density of theuniverse, as ompared to baryoni matter and dark mat-ter, at the moment when this density drops down to |Λ|.It is interesting that the ratio of the energy density of

photons to energy density of nonrelativisti matter mayhave an anthropi origin [27, 27, 28, 29, 30℄. Thus, an-thropi onsiderations may explain the reason why theupper bound on the entropy of partiles is almost satu-rated in our universe.As we already mentioned before, the total entropy ofin�ationary perturbations in the observable part of ouruniverse is expeted to be further from saturating theupper bound |Λ|−3/4, see Eq. (31).One should note, that one the perturbations of met-ri grow and blak holes form and evaporate, the totalentropy inside the observable part of the universe mayonsiderably inrease. This is what happens in our uni-verse, where the entropy of blak holes in the enters ofgalaxies an be greater than 10104 [50℄. In partiular, theentropy of a single blak hole at the enter of our owngalaxy an be greater than the entropy of all partiles inthe observable part of the universe!In the long run, most of the neighboring galaxies willmove further and further away from our galaxy due toosmi aeleration. If our galaxy (together with An-dromeda) will eventually ollapse into a single gigantiblak hole, its entropy will approah
SMilkyHole ∼ 10100 . (36)Of ourse, the entropy will be muh smaller if some partsof matter in our galaxy form many smaller blak holeswhih will evaporate earlier. Moreover, it would take avery long time for the Milky Hole to form and an evenlonger time for us to observe its entropy in the form ofHawking radiation. It is interesting, nevertheless, thatthe total entropy produed by all loalized objets in theobservable part of our universe an be totally dominatedby the entropy produed by the blak hole evaporation.If instead of onsidering our part of the universe we willonsider all regimes that are possible in the landsape,one may envisage the possibility that the total entropyof a osmologial blak hole may approah the dS entropy

O(Λ−1). This may happen, for example, if the amplitudeof density perturbations on length sale ∼ |Λ|−1/2 an be
O(1); see a related disussion in [51, 52℄.VII. COUNTING WORLDS AND MINDSIn our alulations of the total number of di�erent uni-verses in the previous setions, we were assuming thatbeause the large sale �utuations of the salar �eld anbe interpreted as lassial �elds, all of the di�erent uni-verses produed by eternal in�ation have some kind ofreal, observer-independent existene. However, eah timethe meaning of these words was somewhat di�erent.When we were talking about all possible universes pro-dued during eternal in�ation, we ounted everythingthat ould be measured by all kinds of observers whih



8may live everywhere in the multiverse. In other words,we ounted all possible lassial or semilassial on�g-urations, all possible histories, not only the ones assoi-ated with the observable events inside the osmologialhorizon.When we started talking about the universes inside thehorizon, we paid attention to the fat that the total num-ber of outomes whih an be registered by any partiularobserver at any moment of time is smaller than the totalnumber of possibilities whih ould emerge in all partsof the universe. For example, an observer living insidea horizon-size path of an exponentially expanding uni-verse does not have aess to other parts of the universe.Therefore some authors argue that anything that hap-pens outside the horizon should not play any role in ourounting of the universes and evaluation of probabilities.We do not want to disuss here validity of this argu-ment. Instead of that, we would like to note that thereare additional quantum mehanial limitations on whatan be atually observed by any loal observer. For ex-ample, when one onsiders the Shrodinger at exper-iment, this experiment has two de�nite outomes: theat an be either dead or alive. However, in aordanewith the Copenhagen interpretation, these potentialitiesbeome realized only after one of these outomes beomesregistered by a lassial observer. In the many-world (rel-ative state) interpretation of quantum mehanis, we aretalking about orrelations between various observationsmade by an observer and the state of the rest of the uni-verse.In everyday life, observers are big and very muh lassi-al, so their quantum nature an be safely ignored. How-ever, the ruial ingredient of our proedure of ountingthe universes was an investigation of quantum e�ets onsupergalati sales. Meanwhile eah of us is 1020 timessmaller than a galaxy, and 1026 times smaller than theosmologial horizon. Thus one may wonder to whihextent one an talk about a lassial observer when dis-ussing quantum e�ets on a sale muh greater than thesize of an observer. Are there any onstraints on the to-tal number of distinguishable universes whih are relatedto the quantum nature of an observer?This issue beomes manifest when one remembers thatthe essene of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation, whih isthe Shrödinger equation for the wave funtion of theuniverse, is that this wave funtion does not depend ontime, sine the total Hamiltonian of the universe, inlud-ing the Hamiltonian of the gravitational �eld, vanishesidentially [47℄.The resolution of this paradox suggested by Brye De-Witt [47℄ is rather instrutive. The notion of evolution isnot appliable to the universe as a whole sine there is noexternal observer with respet to the universe, and thereis no external lok that does not belong to the universe.However, we do not atually ask why the universe as awhole is evolving. We are just trying to understand our

own experimental data. Thus, a more preisely formu-lated question is why do we see the universe evolving intime in a given way. In order to answer this question oneshould �rst divide the universe into two main piees. The�rst part onsists of an observer with his lok and othermeasuring devies, with a ombined mass M and a totalenergy Mc2. The seond part is the rest of the universe,with the total energy −Mc2. Sine the Hamiltonian (theenergy) of the rest of the universe does not vanish, thewave funtion of the rest of the universe does depend onthe state of the lok of the observer, i.e. on his `time'.One of the impliations of this result is that one antalk about the evolution of the universe only with respetto an observer. In the limit when the mass of the observervanishes, the rest of the universe freezes in time. In thissense, the number of distint observable histories of theuniverse is bounded from above by the total number ofthe histories that an be reorded by a given observer.And this number is �nite.Indeed, the total number N of all observable universeswhih ould be reorded by a given observer is boundedfrom above by eI , where I is the maximal informationthat he/she an ollet. For any observer of mass M andsize R, this information annot exeed the Bekensteinbound
I < SBek = 2πMR. (37)This bound implies that

Nobserver < eSBek = e2πMR . (38)For a typial observer with M ∼ 102 kg and R ∼ 1 m,one �nds
Nobserver . e1045

. (39)Moreover, if we onsider a typial human observer, thetotal amount of information he an possibly absorb dur-ing his lifetime is expeted to be of the order of 1016 bitsor so [48℄. In other words, a typial human brain anhave about
Nobserver ∼ 101016 (40)di�erent on�gurations, whih means that a human ob-server may distinguish no more than 101016 di�erent uni-verses. This is a huge number, whih is muh greaterthan the standard estimate of the number of dS vauain the landsape 10500. However, this number is muhsmaller than the total number of possible geometries ofthe universe inside the osmologial horizon after 60 e-folds of in�ation.Thus we are disussing an additional onstraint whihpreviously did not attrat muh attention: The totalnumber of possibilities aessible to any given observer islimited not only by the entropy of perturbations of metriprodued by in�ation and by the size of the osmologial



9horizon, but also by the number of degrees of freedom ofan observer. This number is tremendously large, so onean safely ignore this limitation in his/her everyday life.But when we study quantum osmology, evaluate the to-tal number of the universes and eventually apply theseresults to anthropi onsiderations, one may need to takethis limitation into aount. Potentially, it may beomevery important that when we analyze the probability ofexistene of a universe of a given type, we should be talk-ing about a onsistent pair: the universe and an observerwho makes the rest of the universe �alive� and the wavefuntion of the rest of the universe time-dependent.VIII. CONCLUSIONIn this paper we made an attempt to �nd out howmany di�erent oarse-grained universes ould be pro-dued by in�ation in eah partiular vauum, and in thestring theory landsape as a whole. The meaning of thesewords an be explained as follows. Slow-roll in�ation pro-dues long-wavelength perturbations of the metri, whihbeome imprinted on the osmologial bakground anddetermine the large sale struture of the universe. Eventhough these perturbations are reated from quantum�utuations, they beome essentially lassial due to in-�ation. These perturbations provide di�erent lassialinitial onditions in di�erent parts of the universe. Ourgoal was to estimate the number of distintly di�erentlassial geometries whih may appear as a result of thise�et. We found that the result is proportional to ee3N ,where N is the number of e-foldings of slow-roll in�a-tion. This aspet allows one to look from a di�erentperspetive on the possible signi�ane of slow-roll in�a-tion, whih helps to reate the information ontent of theuniverse.The estimate of the total number of distint geome-tries produed by in�ation depends on the method bywhih one an make this distintion. In the �rst part ofthis paper we onentrated on investigation of all possi-ble loally Friedmann geometries whih an be produedafter the end of eternal in�ation. Our goal was to under-stand how many di�erent loally-Friedmann (i.e. approx-imately homogeneous and isotropi) universes onstitutethe multiverse, whih, as a whole, looks like a very in-homogeneous and anisotropi non-Friedmann eternallygrowing fratal. We found that the total number of suhuniverses, in the simplest in�ationary models, may ex-eed 1010107 . This humongous number is strongly model-

dependent and may hange when one uses di�erent de�-nitions of what is the boundary of eternal in�ation.Then we deided to limit ourselves to only those uni-verses whih an be distinguished from eah other by aloal observer in a universe with a given osmologialonstant Λ. The resulting number appears to be limitedby eΛ−3/4 . If this limit an be saturated, then the totalnumber of loally distinguishable on�gurations in stringtheory landsape an be estimated by eM3/4 , where Mis the total number of vaua in string theory. In otherwords, the total number of loally distinguishable geome-tries is expeted to be exponentially greater than the to-tal number of vaua in the landsape.Finally, we heked how many of these geometries anbe atually distinguished from eah other by a loal ob-server of given mass. Not surprisingly, sine any loal ob-server is smaller than the observable part of the universe,we have found that the strongest limit on the number ofdi�erent loally distinguishable geometries is determinedmostly by our own abilities to distinguish between di�er-ent universes and to remember our results.In this paper we did not attempt to draw deep philo-sophial onlusions based on our estimates, or applythem immediately to the searh for the probability mea-sure in the multiverse. Just as those who alulated thenumber of all possible vaua in the landsape, we on-entrated on �nding some fats, leaving their interpreta-tion for further investigation. For example, it might beworthwhile to explore some simple measures whih ouldemerge from our disussion. What would be the observa-tional preditions if eah of the universes have the prob-ability to be observed P = 1
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